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the library is always a great source of information
Great services as always for being a useful resource for the students.
I used the Testing Center for proctoring tests. I'm not sure if that is part of the library
services or just housed there.
The only resource necessary for this distance-ed course was use of UAS proctor facility
which was available and helpful as needed.
The library staff has always been extremely help and kind.
I will continue to use the library like asking the circulation desk for textbook rentals and
the reference desk for directions outside of class time when I need help.
I love Egan library, it is a world class resource and the entire staff is helpful and friendly.
My only complaint is that the study rooms are not soundproof, and there always seems
to be a shortage.
The library staff are always so helpful when I have questions.
Thank you!
Library is frequently a noisy place. Staff are sometime the loudest. No such thing as an
"indoor" voice, and certainly no "library voice." Hard to concentrate on studies, reading.
Library essential!!! Study rooms essential!!
I've used the Library for other study sessions and enjoy/appreciate the Library.
Good and helpful.
I signed up for this class under the impression that there was a biology tutor available,
shortly after the semester started, I was informed that there was NOT a biology tutor
available. This was very disappointing, as I had planned to work closely with the tutor.
Use a lot for other courses
It was were I attended when the internet in town went out. It helped a lot. It is also
where I do my testing
I did not use these services. I did try to use the tutor center once, there was no answer,
I left a message, but never received a return call.
two times I tried to meet with a tudor when I thought they would be there and they
were not there
The learning center at the UAS library was very, very helpful for this course. It was
necessary to have a place to go to study models and look at slides outside of class.
I didn't use the library resources for this class as the instructor provided us with all the
necessary study materials, but I enjoy going to the library to study even tho all of my

classes are in Anderson. I LOVE the Egan library and it's atmosphere; makes studying so
much easier.
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I didn't need the library for this course but the library is very helpful.
Good resource
I like studying at the library.
They are great
The library deserves to have a much funding as possible. However, maybe not so much
on the free printing. I think students should have a limit on how much they can print,
like the color printing. Save the trees!
The library staff was always very helpful when trying to track down articles for research
papers. They helped avoid costs of viewing some scientific articles.
The only thing I used the library for was to print out work for this course.
I love the library at the university and it is very helpful, but I didn't need it for this
course.
Did not often need to use Library resources however, the Learning Center was
invaluable and so were the chemistry tutors!
very helpful in regards to loaning me books and helpful in answering questions and very
polite
Simply excellent, please keep it up.
I've always found the people at the library to be extremely helpful and friendly, but I
rarely needed the library for anything in this class.
Going to the library for our informative and historical speeches was very helpful, it
helped me find a book that contained the actual historic speech that I was analyzing.
The resources that I used for this class was great and found very useful. Especially the
Library workers, they were awesome at helping find efficient information that was
needed for this class.
I've put N/A on this because up to this point I didn't use them for this course, however,
we have a final assignment due in the next couple of weeks which will require me to
use them. I don't forsee a problem, as I have used them in the past
It was necessary to have and we used this resource, however it was only needed 40% of
the time.
Learned about study rooms through this class.

COMM237KD1
COMM241J01
ECON201an economics tutor once a week in the learning center would be beneficial
J01
ED460-JD1 As a paying senior in the program, I think it's important to allow unlimited printing at
the library. I was approached once for printing copies for a project for my students
during my student teaching take over. It was not an incredible amount of printing, and I
have printed a LOT more in past years. I was allowed to finish the project, but I heard
that unlimited copies might not be allowed in the future. I understand why this may be

necessary in some situations, but I feel like exceptions should still be recognized and
honored.
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I did not use any of the library resources for this course, but have in the past. They have
been very helpful in the past.
I love the Egan library!
Love Writing Center
Very helpful and accommodating staff.
Liberian were extremely helpful with helping me find hard bound sources for my essays.
I will continue to use the writing center when I need help.
Helpful!
The library staff has always been very helpful and kind.
Thank you for forcing us to use our library for one of our assignments! As a distance
learner, I'm not sure that I would have stumbled upon it's valuable resources
otherwise!
They're always really great. Never had any bad incident with them ever.
The Library resources were very helpful
I did not use the library for this course, however I have used it in the past and found it
to be very helpful.
the printer saved my ass a few times but it's still way too slow, It took me 10 minutes to
print 30 pages - that's like 3 pages a minute!
You people are awesome!!
I used the library a lot for reading and writing my papers. I didn't know there were so
many other resources at my disposal!
I had no trouble using the resources available to me.
FAN-FUCKING-TASTIC
love the library! great staff, great resource.
The library staff is awesome and always has what I need!
library is top-notch.
This class would not have been possible form me without the library. Kathleen is so
knowledgeable and so helpful, she was really a god send!
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The printing and computers at the library were useful.
I had used the UAS library to gather info for my paper.
Great support.
Tutors were very helpful and pleasant to work with.
keep up the good work
I should really use the resources more...
I love the library!
It's nice to go into the library and do homework, but I really don't need to have the staff
help with homework and stuff. It's much more helpful going to the student center for
math.
The learning center was a savior.
Math tutors in the learning center are always knowledgeable and friendly.
its good
Once more I'd like to praise the UAS library, however it was not relevant to this course.
The people in the learning center as well as the library staff are awesome!
I will continue to use the learning center. However, I will try to do my work without the
help of tutors until I need help.
I love the UAS library- the librarians are so helpful and kind.
went to the learning center for every homework assignment
The Learning Center and it's staff is incredibly helpful and friendly. I used their services
very frequently.
PLEASE KEEP THE LEARNING CENTER AVAILABLE for math tutoring. It was so very
helpful. All the student employees were fantastic as well as the faculty!
The library really helps me to complete my classes.
The Egan library and staff are very helpful resources.
The learning center has no physics help available.
All good, but it would have been nice to find a real physics tutor for homework help
The library staff helped me out when I needed them.
I love our library and staff:) we do need solo study rooms thought, and soundproofing
would be nice in study rooms.
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Always courteous and friendly when asked for help.
The library was good for providing resource materials and finding places to get
resources.
printing!!
Great!
Lords work yo
The library was essential to this course.
Egan has a world class collection. Everyone on staff is helpful and friendly. It would be
great to have individual soundproof study "pods."
I love our library and its staff. So many great resources, such great help! I would say
that the Juneau campus study rooms need a bit of work. They are not soundproof, and
it doesn't seem like there are ever enough.
The way the library is set up is efficient for printing when it's needed.
The library resources helped a bit when we needed had assignments that required
them.
Least likely to have studies or a train of thought interrupted be noisy staff or patrons
when using study rooms.
I appreciate all that the UAS library staff due to help me in my endeavors.
I used library materials for this course. I also used the library's printers to print
assignment notes for this course. Those tools were very helpful.
There were no necessary needs of library resources, but I do continue to use the library.

Collections and Resources
ALST300JD2
BA151-JD1

BIOL112TD3
BIOL271J01
BIOL305J01
BIOL481J01

To answer many of the questions in this class, scholarly articles weren't necessarily
needed. Although, you could still find credible sources online. Sometimes I did use the
library services.
I tried to use the library resources for my CIP project, however there was not much
information available about the company I was studying. This is mostly due to the
company, Etsy, often looked at from an Etsy seller point of view and not the company
itself.
Most everything I needed research for was for my cancer disease team posts and I
preferred going straight to the scholarly cancer sites for my research rather than
dealing with a library.
I had a fun time looking through the archives for work related to my class project.
A subscription to Web of Science would be useful.
Google scholar is more helpful
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VERY useful for capstone project. interlibrary loan is AMAZING
The online data bases have been very important in this and many other classes I have
taken.
Most of the papers I needed for the research project I was able to get for free through
the library.
Library Database is very helpful for access to scientific journals.
The library resources were very valuable for our presentation project.
past exams were very beneficial when studying.

The one time I had to borrow a laptop from the UAS library, it did not work. It ruined an
important class I was logged into. But I can't blame the staff as they were wonderful
about it and were seeking to fix the problem (it wasn't just the one laptop; it was all of
them).
COMM111- This is a great source for resources needed for my research papers.
TD1
DESL107Restock text books for diesel classes
J01
DESL180The book for this class was not available at the library and that is inconvenient when
J01
shipping is delayed.
DESL180Not up to date with books brah
J01
DESL255The library loan program for books used by the tech center is out dated or nonexistent
J01
in all of the the classes taught by the diesel program. (With the exception of engines
and hydraulics classes)
ED320AI checked out the library book I needed for the class which saved me $100!
JD1
ED333-JD1 Very few occasions where we were required to use library resources. I researched on
my own from time to time because I was interested in learning more about some of the
topics we touched on in class. In these cases the library resources were very helpful.
ED405-JD1 I live on the Kenai Peninsula and used 4 different libraries for getting books for this
course and I did have to use the interlibrary loan program for 1 book and I used the KPC
Library for another book. Both were extremely helpful and their hours were convenient.
ED639-JD1 Still using Zotero though nice tech tool from Librarian last July
EDRE696More Ed journals! Quick reference sheet on how to manipulate search bars to get what
JD1
you want, always tricky to figure out.
ENGL211Helpful like usual.
J01
ENGL211Very easy search function and a lot of information available!!
TD1
ENGL211The UAS library is where I do my research on all subjects I would like to investigate
TD2
further. Great place to find resources for your research papers.
ENGL211Egan library resources were super helpful. I only rated a 4 simply because I didn't use
TD2
them often, but when I did, I appreciated the access to great resources.
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After getting the knack for researching materials through the online Egan library search
engine, research became a lot easier. Having access to such a wide variety of materials
allowed me to produce better, more thoroughly researched essays; and thanks to all
the kind librarians who helped me along the way!
I checked out numerous YA books to help me with my own writing assignments - the
library was awesome for that support.
Ebsco came in handy,
I wish there was a bigger selection for texts written from native perspectives
The library was helpful only because it has the ARC map program available on its
computers.
It was great having the text on reserve.
The online research was helpful to do my research paper. Thanks!
I used the UAA consortium library as my source for academic journals as well as
credible online sources.
I love JSTOR! Thank you so much for offering this service! It is a life saver for college
students as we can access peer reviewed articles without having to pay for each one.
finding articles is really nice and pretty easy when using the data bases on the UAS
library site.
The textbooks used in this class were provided at the Egan Library. This is one of the
few classes I have taken where that is the case. It would be beneficial to the students if
two or three copies of each textbook for every class were held at the library.
We used JSTOR for this class and it worked pretty well for what we needed it for.
Online resources from UAS Egan library were used in my Final Project/Paper
I borrowed the library Stewart Calculus text book on reserve several times.
this is essential for case law studies
Great resources for when I forgot my textbook at home!
The Campus Library gave me a lot of sources for my research paper and I appreciate
them for that.
They have a nice selection of Spanish movies, but other than that I don't recall using the
library services in this class.
Thanks for having our textbooks available for scanning!
Great! I was able to find charts and graphs that I needed for this course.

Library Online
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Information could be slightly hard to get to, and websites weren't always very clear.

ANTH335KD1
ANTH335KD1
ANTH350J01

On line library impossible to navigate efficiently

ANTH350J01
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I found that I was willing to use extension services through the library, but I wasn't sure
they would get to me on time.
Library function was inconsistent, efforts must be made to enhance internet-based
source access.
Very helpful and had all the materials I needed for certain assignments.
Journal access is amazing
It was fruterating that so many peer reviewed journals wanted paid subscribtions for
them when I followed links to articles and journals out of the library

Hard to use the library when I live in Kenai. But I use the online library sometimes from
UAA Consortium.
lots of problems with articles through Science Direct in this and other classes. Have not
yet been able to download a pdf that was supposed to be free from Science Direct. I'm
always asked to pay for it.
First time using the ILLIAD system. I seriously regret not using it sooner. There was,
however, a mix-up when it came to sending a book to me from the Anchorage Library.
There was a specific book that I needed for a paper (Kenyon's work on Jericho). I
ordered it three weeks in advance, expecting to get it in time for my paper's due date.
Firstly: The wrong book was sent (A book on welding of all things...). When I went back
to the library to correct this mistake, the book that I needed didn't arrive until two days
after the paper was due (A total of 24 days after I had ordered the book originally). I'm
not sure if this screw up was a result of an employee or inefficiencies in the system, but
not having that primary reference material negatively impacted my grade on the paper
significantly. Needless to say, this was very frustrating, and merits a change.
I mostly used the internet and only once looked at the online library.
Library services were critical for my success with this course.
In 5 years, I have never successfully used UAS library resources, though I try every
semester. The user interface is a nightmare. I took the library mini class, but still could
not successfully retrieve articles or references, nor get digital books to work for me on
any platform. I used UAA's services instead without any problems, and found what I
needed.
using the library is a must- this entire course was about writing and having additional
resources to support material.
Online access to certain scientific articles was very helpful in conducting research
associated with this course.
online research effective
Please keep updating Instructional Technology resources. This is vital since change in
this field is almost daily.

EDET673JD1
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The resources are excellent. It seemed like some of the books available were past
editions rather than current editions. The more resources we have for Instructional
Technology, the deeper our learning as students can delve. I noticed that when I found
an article with a list of articles that addressed the legal issues for my class, I could not
get them. Maybe our legal library at UAS needs to be strengthened--broadened to
include more on Instructional Technology case studies and new laws in other states
being implemented.
There was no need unless you can access resources online though Kindle or another
source. I used my local library. Online courses cause me to not use school library. Most
courses I have experienced require some sort of online research and it feels contrived.
This professor did not ask us to go find articles supporting our learning, she pre-chose
high quality items.
Didn't use library resources, but I did use the internet (Google, etc.) a lot in the written
projects.
Consortium library is impossible to navigate through in a timely manor. Librarians at UAS
were very cordial but not helpful in navigating library (because of the system not their
fault). Search perimeter selections are too minimal for the library and getting thousands
of hits that no not deal with the subject matter is more hurtful than helpful.
I always find the online data base to be a great resource!
Very useful and important. Took a little to figure out the system, but that's fine.
Using the search engine is a bit frustrating but the professor took some time to help us
navigate which was very helpful!
Love having access to the library remotely
I had trouble accessing some journals identified through a search of the databases... not
sure why.
I really only used the Library Resources for finding articles to support my final paper.
The online library access is really helpful and relatively easy to use.
The online Egan library was invaluable in helping me research efficiently and effectively-and thanks to all the helpful librarians who assisted me along the way!
Except for on line services of PsychInfo, the library wasn't needed.
I used the online article collections. Did not use the physical materials.
The Library Resources and Services were in-depth and increasingly helpful for my elearning course.
I used the UAS library resources every week during this class. JSTOR especially! It really
helped.
I love JSTOR! It is a life saver as a college student to have such a comprehensive resource
available for students. Thank you so much for offering this excellent service!
THANK YOU FOR JSTOR! It is a life saver! I use it for nearly every class... it has so many
great resources for writing papers and learning about topics. It is truly a college kid's
dream resource.

SOC375KD1
SSCI300J01

Ebsco host!Academic search premier!
Several times I needed an article that was only available through ILL. I received the
digital articles in a very timely fashion and am extremely pleased. I did have issues trying
to access full text .pdf files from Science Direct, but have not had an opportunity yet to
bring it to the Library's attention. I figured out a way to circumvent the problem, and I
do intend to talk with a librarian about the issue when I have more time available.

Library Instruction and User Education
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There was a video posted on research methods.
Very helpful and had all the materials I needed for certain assignments.
Journal access is amazing
It was fruterating that so many peer reviewed journals wanted paid subscribtions for
them when I followed links to articles and journals out of the library
For the first time, a very helpful librarian walked me through the steps of finding a peerreviewed journal.
The staff was very helpful.
The librarian was very helpful to us. pulled books she thought we might like and gave a
brief presentation on how to use some of the databases, which was VERY useful.
I really didn't use the library for this course, but they are always so friendly and helpful I still have to give them kudos!
I wish we were required to take the Library Science course in the first 2 years. I am a
senior and doing it as a last class...
Prof. Batchelder had a web seminar class with the library services in Juneau. She gave us
a great tutorial.
We had a presentation from one of the members of library that talked more about
research help and the UAS library resources which was really helpful.
Still a little confused on searching for articles, could be my topic and harder to find stuff
but found it a little tricky.
Library staff came and gave a presentation on how to find good research during one of
the classes. It was very helpful.
I appreciated having someone from the library come in to the class and showing us how
to use PsycINFO since that was a very important resource that we had to use to do
assignments.
Extremely helpful and needed for assignments and personal research.
Helpful and accommodating library staff. Like the lectures given by Professors at the
library. I have sat in on Professors Radzilowsk and Polanska lectures very informative
and interactive question sessions.

SOC404J01

I am still completing my research project, and without the library staff I would have been
lost. They were wonderfully helpful, and I anticipate at least one more visit to Jennifer
Ward for assistance.

Courses where at least one student commented “didn’t need”, “didn’t use”, or
“n/a”
BA251-J01
BA251-JD1
BA251-JD1
BA251-JD2
BA263-JD1
BA301-JD1
BA301-JD1
BA330-JD1
BA462-JD1
BA476-JD1
BA476-JD2
BA476-JD2
BA490-JD1
BIOL103-J01
BIOL103-TD1
BIOL104-T01
BIOL104-TD1
BIOL106-J01
BIOL106-J02
BIOL111-TD1
BIOL111-TD2
ACCT201-JD1
ACCT202-J01
ACCT310-JD1
ACCT312-JD1
ACCT316-JD1
ACCT342-JD1
AKL106-TD1
ALND001-H01
ALST300-JD1
ALST300-JD2
ANTH202-J01

ART105-J01
ART160-TD1
ART222-J01
ASTR225-TD1
BIOL112-K01
BIOL112-T01
BIOL112-TD2
BIOL112-TD2
BIOL112-TD3
BIOL240-TD1
BIOL240-TD2
BIOL240-TD3
CHEM103-TD1
CIS235-JD1
CIS240-JD1
CIS370-JD1
CIS430-JD1
COMM111-J04
COMM111-TD1
CT140-J01
DESL107-J01
DESL250-J01
ECE661-JD1
ECON201-J01
ED222-JD1
ED320B-JD1
ED320E-JD1
ED333-JD1
ED380-KD1
ED448-JD1
ED593ED615-JD1

ED626-JD1
ED647-JD1
EDMA656-JD1
EDRE675-JD1
EDRE678-JD1
EDSE610-JD1
EDSE677-JD1
EDSE685-JD1
EDSE685-JD1
EDSE694-JD1
ENGL111-T01
ENGL211-J01
ENGL212-J01
ENGL261-J01
ENGL365-JD1
ENGL461-J01
GEOG101-J01
GEOL104-J01
GOVT101-KD1
HIM135-TD1
HS105-J01
HUM200-KD1
HUM210-KD1
MATH054-TD1
MATH055-J03
MATH055-TD1
MATH105-KD2
MATH151-J01
MATH151-J01
MATH151-J02
MATH151-J02
MATH151-J03

MATH151-TD2
MATH252-J01
MINL120-TP7
MUS123-TD1
ODS115-J01
ODS221-J01
PADM601-JD1
PADM618-JD1
PADM618-JD2
PADM624-JD1
PADM624-JD2
PADM628-JD1
PE100-JD1
PE103-J02
PE103-J05
PE103-T06
PE118-J01
PE221-J01
PHIL301-J01
PSY101-J01
SOC101-KD1
SOC325-KD1
SOC375-KD1
STAT273-TD1
WELD160-T80
WELD161-T80
WELD162-T80
WELD162-T81
WELD175-J01
WELD175-T80
WELD175-T81
WELD260-T81

